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Easy Charger Concept 



Easy Charger 3,3 kW, out 200-400Vdc, eff 97%, pf 99% 
based on Infineon HV CoolMOS C7 and SiC Diode Gen. 5 



Coolmos C7 

Infineon’s new CoolMOS™ C7 series is a 

revolutionary step forward in technology, providing 

the worlds’s lowest RDS(on)/package and, thanks to 

its low switching losses, efficiency improvements 

over the full load range.  

C7 is optimized for hard switching topologies such as 

Power Factor Correction (CCM PFC), Two 

Transistor Forward (TTF).  

 

The new product family offers the world’s lowest 

R DS(on) of 19mΩ in a TO-247 and 45mΩ in TO-220 

and D 2PAK.  
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Infineon's new TO-247-4 pin package enables significant efficiency improvements in hard 

switching toplogies for CoolMOS™ high voltage Power MOSFETs. The fourth pin acting as 

a Kelvin source can be used to reduce the parasitic inductance of the source lead of the 

power MOSFET. 



Coolmos C7 
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SiC thinQ!™ Generation 5 Schottky Diodes 

Infineon’s new 1200V Schottky Silicon Carbide (SiC) thinQ!™ 

Generation 5 diodes come with a best-in-class forward voltage levels 

(VF), which is 30% lower compared to the previous generation. 
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SiC thinQ!™ Generation 5 Schottky Diodes 
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Note: a cheaper alternative to the SiC diodes are the 

Fast Silicon diodes D2 



DC-Charger in the lab 
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Power Section of the Demonstrator 

 Galvanic isolation achieved using HF-Transformer 

 Transformer design depends on switching frequency 

 Switching frequency depends on semiconductor technology  

 Semiconductor switch will be 

 Fast IGBT 

 Diode will be 

 Silicon Carbide  



Power Section, State of the Art  
 

 IFX Hardware: DC-Charger, Power Section 

 Dedicated driver setup 

 Galvanic isolation 

included 

 Optimized to reduce 

space 

 Compact latest 

generation of IGBT Half-

Bridge driver “Econo 3” 
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IoE Bidirectional Charger Demonstrator 
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IFAG - Bidirectional Charger  
Miniature magnetic current sensor TLE4970  

Sensor features 

 Galvanic isolated 

 Low resistance measurement principle  

 Coreless solution, hysteresis free 

 Suppression of stray magnetic field inherent 

 Plug and Play device (no additional electronics) 

 Small footprint 7mm x 7mm 

 AC & DC range: ±50A  

 Accuracy better than ±1%  

 32kHz / 16bit data rate  

 

 

Interface 

SPI (output) 

 

Features 

Fast overcurrent detection 

 

Applications (AC and DC current 

meas.) 

 Photovoltaic inverters 

 PFC power supplies 

 Automotive and industrial chargers 

 Torque control for electrical drives 
 



IGBT modules  
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IFAG - Bidirectional Charger 
Automotive Easy Modules (t.b.d SiC) 

 The automotive Easy 1B and Easy 2B Modules 

provide a platform for flexible topologies for 

applications with a power range from 1kW to 6kW 

 

 The automotive Easy Modules provide a cost 

optimized compact design and come with Press-Fit 

Connections for a fast and reliable mounting and are 

fully automotive qualified. 



IFAG - Bidirectional Charger  
HV Gate Driver ICs 

We will offer a  family of EiceDRIVER™ SiC gate driver ICs. Based on innovative 

Coreless Transformer Technology (1200V), higher reliability, lower losses and 

better performance can be achieved. 

  

Coreless Transformer Technology (CLT) allows the integration of a pulse 

transformer into a  IC, combining the advantages of HVIC technology with the 

capability of a magnetic coupler. This results in an extremely rugged driver IC with 

high insulation capability. CLT allows faster switching speeds with no performance 

degradation compared to optocouplers, therefore providing constant reliability over 

the projected lifetime. 



Conclusion 

The choice of the power components is influenced by the 

continuus availability on the market of new and better 

components, so the research and selection of which ones to 

use has to be done every time a new project begins. 

 

We suggest to develop detailed spice circuit simulations 

using the models of the components available in the internet 

sites of the manufacturers. 


